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Three Stars thanks The Best available Self Defense Book for Women Fearless is certainly simply
the best self-defense book for women available today. It offers a thorough method of help
women recognize possibly dangerous circumstances in the initial phases of a confrontation. It
includes practical assistance concerning physical and nonphysical self defense instruction that
is practical and easy to learn. It provides tips about how to acknowledge a dangerous
circumstance and how exactly to act when met with one. I had an opportunity to see one of his
lectures in New England last fall. It certainly can help empower young females to stay secure in
a progressively violent world. FEARLESS very easily outdoes all other women's self defense
books.As a person who works in this profession, We wish FEARLESS could be go through by
every young ladies. This is a very comprehensive book...The grim reality is that assault
prevention can be an ESSENTIAL LIFE SKILL NOWADAYS. I know I learned stuff that may make
an environment of difference in my own life! On a couch?"[from the reserve of back cover] One
Great Book! That is one great book that needs to be read by women everywhere. It includes easy
to learn self-defense techniques and will be offering solid prevention advice. Of course not, he'll
be in her face, restricting her movement as much as possible. So why doesn't the book work
from there? Some of their stories are in the book. Essential Life Skill In Today's World "Learning
ways to decrease the risk of violence can have an empowering influence on us all. Also, the
author is an extremely skilled and powerful presenter. It contains info that every women should
know. I feel more empowered after having go through this book.Please, please, please, We am
begging you - if you are looking for assets for self-defence, look elsewhere. Trusting your daily
life or body to anything presented in it is like buying lottery tickets to cover your pension.Here's
an example of what I mean. Is certainly a sexual predator much more likely to strike a female in
a big open up area, and stand 3 feet away? FEARLESS is based on information from several
sources including material from police organizations and rape crisis centers. Furthermore, the
writer interviewed rapists in Vermont and New York prisons, he also interviewed many rape
victims. In an automobile?. There's a brief section where the female is on the surface/on a bed,
but it is _so_ brief it is just like the author is embarrassed because of it all.I cannot say it plenty
of, don't buy this book Essential for all women! A pal of mine lent me this publication and I have
to say, it is great! It gives so much information on how to prevent assaults! However the reserve
goes beyond that as part of FEARLESS offers prevention guidance which can reduce
victimization in a variety of circumstances including dating interactions and party basic safety,
working late or alone, walking alone , car basic safety and much more. Don't waste your money
The best thing about this book may be the photo on leading cover, and it goes rapidly downhill
from there..
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